


1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

Electric Studio Workshops 

Electric Studio 1997 was published in 1999 (book and CD ROM format). Between  

1997 and 2004 eight Electric Studio workshops generated 15,316 files in 1597 

folders produced by 561 postgraduate art and design students.  

1997 



Electric Studio CD ROM —Student Workshops 

The Electric Studio CD ROM release on Wholearthmedia includes 16 postgraduate students’ 

portfolios. Sets of coursework explore the interface between digital cameras, scanners, 

software and traditional art media. The 1997 workshops acted as a catalyst for 7 years of     

innovation in ICT though Art and Design education in the UK, with the workshop        

methodology trialled through both virtual and on site international projects in Europe and 

South America.  



Electric Studio—Users Guide  

Workshop index of thumbnail    

images on CD ROM with          

contextual descriptions of the    

data. 

Curated set of coursework  

Electric Studio 1997 project titles were Body Language, Found Object, Portrait Culture 

and Identity, Secret Window, Time and Space and Zoom Close-up   

Please note, that full descriptions of each project is available in the Electric Studio publication, available 

as a pdf download on Wholearthmedia  





Software colour filter  

effects provide  ideas for 

the etching background 

with the hands emerging 

from the shadows.  

Body Language  



Body Language The pop art matrix of painterly 

digital self portraits (right) contrast with a set  of 

personal drawings in a rigid grid format (left). 





Body Language Digital images manipulated by freehand drawing, colour filters and text 

to develop a spatial context for the student. The hand made newspaper montage of the  figure     

incorporates text and graphics relating to the Iraq War. 





Body Language: Expressive freehand 

drawing with the mouse creates a dynamic 

space for the euphoric pose of the student. 



Body Language: Personal identity politics and advertising  themes are developed with two   

freehand  sketches incorporating text and freehand drawing, 





Found Object: A scanned assemblage is manipulated 

though freehand drawing & cut and paste. 10 sketchbook 

drawings explore a range of colour configurations.   



Found Object: A resource image is         

recorded, and colour manipulated using        

software.  Further developments include hand 

made paper, thread and sequins (right). 





Found Object: Two 

found objects are scanned  

and manipulated using  

software and three mixed 

media studies are produced 

(One shown, bottom right)  





Found Object: A section of the resource composition is cut pasted and repeated, 

followed by an abstract layered study of two repeat designs, exposing pixelated textures.  



Portrait Culture 

and Identity:   

Resource images 

(hands and 

stones) are       

combined to    

create a virtual 

site specific 

sculpture in     

Birmingham City 

centre.       



Portrait, Culture and Identity— A Digital portrait image is edited and scaled into   

Birmingham City centre as proposal for a site specific video projection.  





Secret Window: A magazine collage is 

scanned and manipulated using software 

colour filters and layering (See above).  





Secret Window:  

Magazine collage 

scanned and      

manipulated with 

freehand drawing 

and colour fills. 





Time and Space: Developmental   

series of digital images exploring 

spatial relationships using freehand 

drawing, 





Time and Space: Recorded composition abstracted using software.  

Additional responses to the digital images include drawing, etching and 

mixed media studies.  





Zoom Close-up  

Design proposal for 

a wall mounted light       

visualised  through 

digital processes and   

drawings  
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Electric Studio Workshops UK 

1997 

International Workshops  

International Virtual Collaborations   

Behind the Screen—Brazil Finland UK  

Dordrecht  Belo Horizonte Beja  Helsinki 


